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MACHINE LEARNING WITH THE SUMZERO DATA FEED 

The idea of “alpha capture” is not new. SumZero’s community has created a large data repository that 
can act as a standalone, crowdsourced alpha capture system. The SumZero Data Feed can also augment 
and improve existing, internal alpha capture systems. We’ll show you how we’ve built various AI model 
selections that aim to help investors—both quantitative and fundamental—identify outperformance 
derived from fundamentals-driven investment research. 

We already have evidence to suggest that certain samples of individuals can have significant stock-
picking skills (Gray 2008). We believe that an ensemble of machine-learning models attempting to 
select the best ideas from that sample can significantly increase the performance of the initial sample, 
on average and over time. We also know that certain ideas on SumZero are likely to produce excess 
returns, particularly when an idea is contrarian to sell-side recommendations (Crawford, Gray, et al. 2011). 
Our research has confirmed this and operationalized it. When combined with SumZero ideas, a number 
of other quantitative data fields like FCF Yield, Net Debt to EBITDA, and various idea text components 
have proven to be generalized indicators of future outperformance of an idea. 

We can treat SumZero historical submissions (the Data Feed) as training data for machine learning 
models that learn to pick the best, new investment ideas on SumZero as soon as they are posted (as 
measured by its likelihood to outperform an index over an idea's predefined duration). Think of the 
process as a quantitative filter over qualitative rigor. This quantitative filter is not about choosing 
factors and weighting heavily towards “value” or “momentum.” It’s not about creating any rules at all. It’s 
about providing all of the relevant (and properly normalized & neutralized) fundamental, pricing, and 
text data to a machine learning model and allowing the model to come up with its own investing 
heuristics. The result of the process is smarter and more informed portfolio management (ML models 
can optimize bet sizing) with greater portfolio concentration (ML model filtering reduces the number of 
total investments). The process looks a bit like this: 

 

Figure 1: AI Model Selection Process 
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In the fundamentals data category, we download traditional valuation metrics along with their 
respective growth rates over different periods of time–normalized by market movements. We collect 
metrics like FCF Yield, Net Debt to EBITDA, ROE, ROIC, along with their close cousins, and associated 
growth rates, derivatives, historical premiums/discounts, and more. With this data, we build traditional 
quant models that aim to identify indicators of future outperformance. 

Moreover, with text data we look at TF-IDF weightings and dimensionality reduction techniques to 
create “components” in order to group write-ups by various categories. One component category may 
represent the write-ups discussion of the management team and another may represent that the author 
heavily discussed the idea of relative valuation. We also have neural language models for standalone 
text classification. Recent advancements in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) allow the 
models to form a more holistic representation of an idea write-up before classifying the likelihood of 
outperformance. Neural models are built with neural networks (self-attention & transformers) and allow 
for the use of embeddings, which act as multidimensional representations of words, sentences, or 
documents. More recent neural language models are being pre-trained on enormous datasets to allow 
better understanding of documents than ever before. 

Simplistically, the model “reads” the write-up text (using the NLP models noted above) and analyzes the 
quantitative data (e.g. fundamental data noted above) on the back-end to build a holistic 
“understanding” of the idea to then make a better informed investment decision. 

For meta-data, we plan to continue to experiment with fields including user rankings, ratings, time of 
posting, whether an idea is a repeat of a recently posted idea, etc. We don’t include any meta-data in 
any of our current models, but we plan to incorporate these in the future and expect improved results. 

On the technological side, for general classification training we tend to use tree-based models (i.e. 
gradient boosted models like XGBoost, LGBM, etc) and for neural language models we use common 
deep learning frameworks and pretrained models (i.e. pytorch, tensorflow, huggingface). We build 
multiple models over different subsets of the features and ensemble the outputs of all the models 
together. Our entire stack is simply Python + SQL. 

 

FRAMING THE DATA AND ML PROBLEM (BUILDING AN EXAMPLE MODEL) 

The data itself spans over 12 years and consists of over 14,000 global equity ideas that were pitched to 
the SumZero community along with associated natural language text write-ups. Text write-ups are 
descriptions of why someone recommends buying (or selling) the pitched stock at that particular time. 
We also collect financial data and calculate trading returns for all of those write-ups over various time 
periods. The dataset spans from 2008 through today and is carefully corrected for issues like 
survivorship bias and potentially missing or incorrect data. Other pre-processing like normalization, 
market neutralization, and feature engineering that we perform all have a large impact on model 
performance. 
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For this example model, we’ll be using the entirety of SumZero’s Data Feed and attempting to select the 
ideas that are most likely to outperform the S&P 500 over a one-year period. First, we find a stock’s 1-
year return vs. the S&P 500 (stock’s 1Y return – S&P500 1Y return) starting from the date that a stock 
was pitched to the SumZero community. If the relative return is positive, the target is labeled “1” for 
outperformance and if the number is negative, the target is labeled “0” for underperformance. 

After downloading and cleaning the data, a sample dataframe which is just about ready to be passed 
through a machine learning pipeline for binary classification may look like this: 

 
Figure 2: Sample Raw Data Structure 

 

Best practice indicates the data should be split into three parts: a training set, a test set, and a 
validation set with no overlap in time between the sets. Using various combinations of the feature sets, 
we train multiple models to predict the same target: one year outperformance. Different models learn 
different representations of the problem and when averaged together tend to correct for errors 
amongst themselves. 

Following successful training, we define rules for when an idea is added as a model selection. For 
simplicity and for this example model, if an idea scores above 50% probability of outperformance, that 
idea is added as a model selection. The idea is sold after one year or when the author closes the idea, 
whichever comes first. Using this methodology, from January 2020 through February 2021, the ideas 
added to SumZero's 'Best Ideas' model has outperformed the S&P 500 by 13.17% on average (or a 
median of 7%). 

 

INTERPRETABILITY 

After a model is trained and validated, we can show how the model came to a particular 
conclusion—opening up the “black box.” We need to further ensure the model isn’t overfit and its 
decisions make sense. From a technical standpoint, we use Shapley/SHAP values, which can be 
thought of as feature importance scores for interpretability of the model. SHAP values allow us to also 

WRITE-UP INFO FEATURES TARGET

Company Ticker
Submission 

Date
Full Investment Write-up 

Text
Country 
of Risk

…
Debt to 
Equity

EV/Sales 
LTM

FCF 
Yield 
LTM

Net 
Debt to 

FCF
ROIC Rating

1Y Return 
vs. SPX

Target 
(Outperformed)

Ingram Micro IncIM 3/25/2008 15:23 IM is the largest global technology distributor with the # market position in each geography. Despite being a "middle-man" business, it is an integral part of the tech supply chain linking vendors to small/medium sized businesses globally. They are a strong operator and management is well regarded. Almost % of the assets on the balance sheet are cash, receivables and inventory which leaves a "net-net" value of $. per share, providing significant downside protection (potentially necessary in case of global slowdown in tech spending). Upside is driven by potential margin expansion, announced share buybacks (over % of market cap) and likely market re-valuation of the equity off the income statment. The market is currently valuing both IM and TECD (competitor) off the balance sheet, each around .x tangible book value. This leaves IM, despite having greater scale and a stronger global footprint, at x earnings while TECD trades at x earnings. Conservative valuation implies low/mid $s fair value with potential furthUS … 15.27 0.08 7.83 -0.20 8.46 4.75 17% 1

Pyxus International IncPYXSQ 3/26/2008 10:17 The industry is essentially an oligopoly with AOI retaining % market share and UVV with around the same. Company trades at .x ebitda, % fcf yield and x earnings. The comp trades at .x ebitda, % fcf yield, and x earnings. AOI is in a very stable industry with the greatest customers in the world. Big cigarette manufacturers have the best balance sheets in the world and they are reliant on AOI and UVV for a steady supply of tobacco. AOI is diversied in terms of tobacco sourcing across different countries. This is a fundamentally very cheap stock given the stability of the earnings.US … 351.61 0.59 39.14 3.28 3.20 5.00 8% 1

Securitas ABSCTBF 3/27/2008 10:28 Securitas AB [SECUB SS] is one of the world's largest security companies, focusing on Manned Guarding and Cash Handling (i.e. armored car). The Company operates primarily in Western Europe and the United States. Despite the fact that the Company falls into the "Business Services" category, it demonstrates little to no cyclicality. SITUATION: The Company is exploring alternatives for its Loomis cash handling unit. A new CEO was installed at the beginning of after a botched sale of Loomis and a meltdown in that division's UK Government cash handling unit (LCM). Now that LCM has been resovled (put back to JV partners Barclays and HSBC), Loomis is now officially on the block, to be spun off by the end of . VALUATION: Pre melt down, Loomis received private bids of up to SEK billion. Taking a very conservative estimate that the division is worth x EBITDA of SEK . bn, yields a value of SEK . per share. Ex Loomis, on a share price of SEK ., SECUB SS is trading on EBITA of .x and .x EPS, and on EBITA of .x and .x EPS.SE … 181.16 0.64 6.79 3.43 4.26 3.18 13% 1

… … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Klabin SA KLBN3 9/8/2011 18:15 Klabin S.A. is the biggest producer, exporter and recycler of paper in Brazil and is the market leader in packaging paper and board, corrugated boxes, industrial sacks and timber in logs for saw mills and veneer plants. Its total capacity is , thousand tons distributed in the following way accordingly to my estimates:  thousand tons of kraftliner  thousand tons of coated boards  thousand tons of corrugated boxes  thousand tons of industrial sacks , thousand tons of timber in logs The company is compared to Fibria and Suzano, both pulp and paper producers in Brazil. Although, it's not a clear comparison between them since Klabin main business is packages (and Brazilian consumers). Thus it is a more resilient segment. Another not so fair comparison is between Klabin and chilean companies, which are bigger conglomorates with different business divisions. Net debt/EBITDA as of Q is .x from .x of Q, what demonstrates the power of cash generation, opposed to the movement of leveraging of Fibria and Suzano due to coBR … 89.15 1.89 8.66 2.48 6.53 3.00 18% 1

Oil & Natural Gas Corp LtdONGC 9/7/2011 18:07 ONGC is a state-owned Indian upstream oil and gas company. The company, which was founded in and privatized in , contributes approximately % of India's crude oil production and % of its natural gas production. Although ONGC has impressive financials and returns (which I will discuss a bit further on) and is effectively a monopoly player to a country with dramatically increasing demands for energy, my thesis is centered on the fact that it is one of the cheapest names in E&P sector globally due to a subsidy burden imposed by the government of India which is unsustainable and in the process of being dismantled. The net result will be dramatically higher realizations and profitability in the next to months which will re-rate the stock. In the interim, one is paid to wait via a % dividend yield and rising production levels. Macro Backdrop: As the drivers of global GDP growth have shifted to emerging markets (EMs), not surprisingly so has the demand for energy. EMs now consume half of the world's energy and have aIN … 5.46 1.81 10.30 -0.32 15.97 4.71 -15% 0

Salem Media Group IncSALM 9/8/2011 22:29 LM reported AH today. Long story short, de-leveraging continues as SALM ended the year with $m net debt after retiring $.m more in Q. They still have $m in high cost debt they can pay down in ' & another $m in '. The company also initiated a $./Q dividend which will distribute $.m to shareholders annually. Outlook for Q was good w/ rev up -% and EBITDA % YoY based on midpoint guidance, this is better than others are seeing in the industry, but the stock still trades at a discount (.x TTM EBITDA of $m). Couple other things which were nice to see: the internet properties contributing and showing some nice, though seasonally high, operating margins and an outlook for strong political ad spend going into ', mgmt expects political ad spend to match or exceed ''s spend of $.m. All in all this is continuing to play out as expected. *End of Update Salem Communications is the largest commercial U.S. radio broadcasting company providing programming to audiences interested in Christian and family-themed content, as measUS … 143.64 1.61 27.79 10.02 3.99 5.00 98% 1

Actua Corp ACTA 9/13/2011 15:00 Internet Capital Group, Inc. ("ICGE" or "The Company") is a venture capital firm that invests in mid and late private SaaS and tech-enabled BPO businesses. They identify, capitalize and help grow these companies using their expertise in on-demand Internet software and service businesses, including Web-enabled software platforms. ICGE's chooses companies to invest in with revenues of at least $ million, revenue growth rates and EBITDA margins of at least %, and business models characterized as predictable, scalable, and sticky. They aim for - deals per year that range from $-$ million. ICGE currently holds controlling stakes in companies (ICG Commerce, Investor Force, and GovDelivery) which are consolidated in their financial statements. They also have non-controlling equity holdings (StarCite, Channel Intelligence, WhiteFence, and Freeborders). Descriptions of these companies are at the end of this document. Investment Thesis Strong Growth in Consolidated Companies ICGE's core competency is identifying privatUS … 7.17 1.71 -0.02 -27.83 -7.36 5.00 -17% 0

Regis Corp RGS 9/8/2011 19:32 Thesis: Company is trading at very cheap valuation with % trailing fcf yield and % forward fcf yield. Investors are concerned about same-store-sales (sss) trending negative for three straight years and see no clear turning points. I believe the same-store-sales are close to bottoming and should begin to turn positive in coming few quarters. * While SSS have shown improvement, the actual underlying trends are masked by changes in company pricing policies. Looking at price and volume separately reveals a clear trend towards significant improvement in volumes and customer visitations. Several brands have started to turn positive as of current quarter while others have improved significantly and are close to turning positive * Channel checks indicate that this problem is not specific to Regis brands. Given that this is industry-wide issue, how much more can people delay hair-cuts? * Biggest impact was from higher priced stores which saw down-shift in spending. This is where most of the decline came from but has bUS … 30.35 0.44 19.43 0.95 0.40 3.44 13% 1

Investors Title CoITIC 9/9/2011 15:26 Investors Title Company provides title insurance as well as tax-deferred real property exchange services in the United States. The company underwrites land title insurance for owners and mortgagees as a primary insurer, as well as offers the reinsurance of title insurance risks to other title insurance companies. It also provides services related to tax-deferred real property exchanges; serves as an exchange accommodation titleholder and holds property for exchangers in reverse exchange transactions; and offers consulting, investment management and trust services. Investors Title Company serves a range of customers in the residential and commercial market sectors of the real estate industry. The company was founded in and is headquartered in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.  ITIC issues title insurance in select states, with the highest concentration of gross premiums written in Texas (%) and North Carolina (%). Other states in which they underwrite include Michigan, South Carolina and Virginia.  ITIC's current CUS … 0.00 0.72 9.30 -1.60 4.54 3.00 63% 1

Signet Jewelers LtdSIG 9/9/2011 18:46 Signet is the dominant and differentiated leader in middle-market jewelry. Recent industry dynamics provide a % annual sales tailwind. SIG is underfollowed by Wall Street and the moats around its business model are poorly understood. SIG's stock price dropped ahead of the overall market decline on weak results from trendy European charm bracelet manufacturer Pandora. Despite immaterial Pandora read-through, SIG stock continued to fall with the market. SIG now trades at a very low valuation for a quality business-unless the economy double-dips into a recession like that of . Pros: * Signet has grown to dominate the fragmented US Jewelry Market  * US Jewelry market has grown [?]% per year over time  * US Jewelry is a very fragmented industry with more than , stores. Inventory costs are high and turns are low. Independents and smaller chains are consistently driven out of business. US Jewelry stores have dwindled at a rate of % per year over time.  * Between industry growth of % and store closures of %, SIG enjoUS … 0.62 0.74 6.23 -1.63 11.26 4.57 9% 1
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compute explanations for each prediction a model makes. For our purposes, think of SHAP values as 
how much the model “likes” or “dislikes” a given feature. If we combine all of the SHAP values for 
each investment submission, we can see a global interpretation of the model’s decision-making process: 

  

Figure 3: Global SHAP Values 
 

The summary plot above is computed by looking at every single SHAP value for all investment write-ups 
over each feature. Each dot is a data point and each feature’s explanation is another row on the 
summary plot. The different features are ordered on the y-axis (vertical) according to their total 
importance. The x-axis (horizontal) is the SHAP value; to the right of zero means the feature value for 
that datapoint had a positive impact on the model’s output (more likely to outperform the market) and 
to the left of zero means the feature value for that datapoint had a negative impact on the model’s final 
probability output (less likely to outperform the market). The color from blue to red represents the 
normalized value of the feature (factor) from low to high. A very bright red value would represent the 
highest value of a certain feature and a very bright blue value would represent the lowest value of a 
certain feature. 

In the case of SumZero ideas, the model “likes” ideas that have decreases in days to cover ratio 
(Days to Cover Ratio Change 1M), high FCF Yield (FCF Yield LTM), low net debt to EBITDA, and 
high momentum relative to the market over a one year period prior to posting (Price Change 1Y 
Bench Adj). But, if you can learn these heuristics in any introductory investment course, why are these 
model decisions so novel? For one, the model figured out all of these investing heuristics on its own 
solely from viewing past examples. We did not teach the model these rules, it learned these lessons and 
many more from the data itself. These rules of thumb aren’t clouded by the emotional biases that 
humans carry. And the model didn’t just figure out the general rules like “buy high FCF yield,” it has also 
learned multidimensional heuristics based on the interaction effects of various factors. Those 
relationships can also be seen by each field. Notice how those relationships are often non-linear: 
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Figure 4: Global SHAP Decision Plots 
x-axis is normalized 

 

As previous research demonstrates, ideas on SumZero are likely to produce excess returns particularly 
when an idea is contrarian to sell-side recommendations (Crawford, Gray, et al. 2011). We’ve derived a 
feature that measures the sell-side’s price target relative to the price of a stock when it is added to 
SumZero. Our model discovers a similar contrarian relationship as compared to these prior studies. 
When the average sell-side analyst has a high price target relative to the stock’s current price, our 
model believes that idea has a lower likelihood of outperforming the S&P 500. 

 

Figure 5: SHAP Decision Plot for Price Target Premium 
x-axis is normalized 
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We also interpret what text features in a write-up are important to the model. We call a group of terms 
an “NLP Component.” Importantly, these terms contained within a component are not ones that we 
have defined or chosen. These terms like “cash flow” and “balance sheet” were chosen and grouped in 
an end-to-end manner by our algorithms. Then, a classification model decides whether a write-up with a 
high number of these terms is more or less likely to outperform the market. Below is an illustration of an 
example component and the top terms (n-grams) that are contained within that component. 

  

Figure 6: Example NLP Component 

 

SCALABILITY AND BUILDING MORE MODELS 

The best application for these models is to use them in a portfolio management pipeline, where the 
model systematically selects the ideas to be held in a portfolio. There are many different portfolio 
options that can be built with the same underlying data (e.g. best ideas, long/short, tech ideas, 
SMID-cap focused, etc.). The systematic, pipeline approach is highly scalable. In addition to training 
an AI model for “Best Ideas,” we can (and do) train alternative models that look to optimize over 
different time periods, benchmarks, sectors, etc. Remember, with the data we’ve gathered for this 
example model, our target was to predict whether or not a stock outperformed the S&P 500 over a 1-
year time frame. This target can be changed to whatever time horizon or benchmark an investor is 
interested in targeting. 

These AI Model Selections and their constituents are updated daily and are provided as an add-on to 
the SumZero Data Feed. Alternatively, with the underlying SumZero Data Feed and the information 
provided in this report, you should have all the tools at your disposal to reproduce and improve 
upon our internal models driving the AI Model Selections. 
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DISCLAIMERS 

The material provided herein is for informational purposes only. The factual information set forth herein 
has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the author, CrowdCent, LLC (“CrowdCent”), to 
be reliable but it is not necessarily all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as to its accuracy and is not to be 
regarded as a representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or 
completeness, nor should the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision. There 
can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not 
reliable indicators of actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment 
which may differ materially and should not be relied upon as such. No part of this material may be (i) 
copied, photocopied, or duplicated in any form, by any means, or (ii) redistributed without SumZero and 
CrowdCent’s prior written consent. 
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